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Born a Bohunk
Reflection of early Ukrainian immigrant Alexandra Gurofsky,
interviewed by Barry Broadfoot for a book entitled Ten Lost
Years 1929–1939: Memories of the Canadians who survived
the depression, published in 1997.
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Comments in brackets are not part of the original document. They have been added to assist the reader with difficult words.

Alexandra Gurofsky:
“Carl [Carlotta] and I went to school,
down that dirt road to the little
school at Oak Bank. You think the
Swedes gave my parents a hard time?
I don’t know how hard, but those
Scots and Irish and some high-flown
Polish, they made life miserable for
Carl and me. Really miserable.

have been out, but there was Carlotta
and this nutty one fighting our way
down the road and along comes this
car, no school buses then. It stopped,
and the driver looked out, and then
rolled up his window and drove on.
It was a man named McKenzie. He was
taking his kids to school.

Like how? Like ignoring us. Like
choosing us last in any choose-up
game. Like throwing our coats to
the floor in the cloak room at least
once a day. Like putting a dead barn
rat in our lunch bags some time before noon. Like writing mean, dirty
things on the board so the teacher
would think it was us, but that never fooled one of them. I can say the
teachers were okay.

… We knew we were poor, very poor.
You didn’t need to be genius to see
that my Dad was wearing himself out
on that lousy 160 acres that nobody
wanted …. I watched my mother go
down, and you tell me how a woman
can go 16 hours a day working in the
fields, in the barn, in the house,
and still look like something Frank
Sinatra would take out ….

Want me to go on? Like talking a
gibberish they thought was Ukrainian, a gobbledygook, you know, when
they talked to us. Putting pony shit
in our rubber boots ….

… if you were a Bohunk [an immigrant from central or southeastern
Europe] kid growing up in an allScots plus Irish and English community, a farm community, you had a
fight on your hands ….”

We had four miles to walk, I think
it was, and once there was this blizzard. In November. Nobody should

Barry Broadfoot, Ten lost years, 1929–1939: Memories of the Canadians who
survived the depression (Toronto, ON: McClelland & Stewart Ltd., 1997), pp.
184–186.
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